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Introduction: why this article? 
 
Some developments in the technologies and social practices of communication are modifying, and possibly 
redefining the very notions of learning and literacy in the new millennium, which challenges long-
established traditions in education. This is the underlying assumption of a growing body of research aimed 
at defining and promoting the practices of literacy required for full participation in the current social, 
political and economic landscape (e.g., Kress, 2003; Gee, 2004 and 2010; Lankshear & Knobel, 2003 and 
2006; Coiro et. al., 2008; Jenkins, 2009; James, 2009).  
At least since the 1980s (the first CALICO conference was held in 1983), the field of (foreign) language 
learning has been at the forefront of research on using computer-based technologies for learning and 
teaching. Recent examples of the keen interest in technology among researchers and practitioners in 
language studies include the high impact of the Language Learning & Technology1 journal, the persistent 
success of the ICT for Language Teachers website,2 or the breadth and depth of the 2007 Annual Review of 
Applied Linguistics issue on Language and Technology (individual articles are quoted below). In spite of all 
this, a language student at a European university can still go through her or his studies with minimal or no 
exposure to practices and hands-on activities such as participating in peer-reviewing, sharing annotations 
on a text or video, writing subtitles, or interrogating a text corpus. Indeed, university degrees in most areas 
offer today no indication of the student’s competences in applying the tools and practices of what Henry 
Jenkins calls participatory culture (Jenkins, 2009). 
 
There are indeed several good reasons to be cautious about introducing new technologies in education: 
 

 Introducing changes in large institutions is typically a slow and difficult process (Newton, 2003).  

 Technocentric, ‘product-oriented’ discourse easily leads to frustration and to more or less open 
resistance to changes in the technology of education (Witte, 2007). 

 New technologies are per definition under development, which may induce policy makers and teachers 
to wait until tools and educational practices are firmly established before committing to their use. 

 'Digital wisdom’ (Prensky, 2009) is spread unequally among generations, with the result that many 
teachers may not have internalized some practices that are fairly common among younger students; 
moreover, even young students are by no means homogeneous in their appreciation and use of new 
technologies (Jones et al., 2010). 

 
On the other hand, current foreign language students will soon become professionals in areas such as 
teaching and communication, and we would do them a disservice by keeping them on the losing side of the 
digital divide, which is today first and foremost a literacy divide (Warschauer, 2003). The goal of this article 
is therefore to highlight some possible strategies for including some new tools and practices of 
communication in the language studies curriculum at university level. 
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After this short introduction, this paper devotes a section to some  ongoing changes in forms and practices 
of literacy that are relevant to language education in general, and to second/foreign language learning in 
particular. Some proposals for educational intervention are then the focus of a second section. The 
conclusions briefly address one open question about the alleged negative impact of the new media on deep 
learning. 
 

New Digital Media and Learning: A sociocultural turn in understanding literacy 
 
In a white paper aimed at maximal diffusion and impact, linguist and educationalist James Gee has 
suggested New Digital Media and Learning as an emerging field of research and intervention that draws on 
contributions from research on ‘traditional’ literacy (e.g., Ong, 1982), ‘new literacy studies’ (in the social 
dimension of literacy, as in Gee, 1996), ‘situated cognition’ (on the social dimension of learning, as in 
Brown, Collins & Duguid 1989, Lave & Wenger, 1991) and’new literacies studies’ (in the multiple forms and 
practices of literacy in a digital age, e.g., Lankshear & Knobel, 2003 and 2006). 
 
Gee’s view of the unifying element of this emergent field is quite bold in its scope and impact:  
 

The emerging area of digital media and learning is not just the study of how digital tools can enhance 
learning. It is, rather, the study of how digital tools and new forms of convergent media, production, 
and participation, as well as powerful forms of social organization and complexity in popular culture, 
can teach us how to enhance learning in and out of school and how to transform society and the 
global world as well. (Gee, 2010: 14) 

 
This perspective pervades a state-of-the-art collection of reports on digital media and learning sponsored 
by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation over the last few years (see e.g., Ito et al., 2009 and 
2010; Jenkins, 2009; James, 2009; Gee, 2010).3 This first section of this paper builds to a large extent on this 
body of research and presents some of the challenges for educational institutions that arise from the 
currently ongoing redefinition of the notion of literacy.  
 
A common trait within this research activity is a view of learning as participation in social practices and 
appropriation of cultural tools (Wertsch, 1998). This entails keen attention to the context (community, 
habits, rules, technical tools) in which learning takes place and the assumption that learning occurs through 
apprenticeship in a ‘community of practice’ (Lave & Wenger, 1991). Educators who subscribe to this 
approach typically strive to create conditions for learning, with direct instruction taking the back seat. 
Critics of this approach (e.g., Kirschner, Sweller & Clark, 2006 and the ensuing debate) accuse the whole 
tradition of socio-cultural research in education of underestimating the learner’s need for adequate 
scaffolding in the form of direct instruction. Literacy scholars in the socio-cultural tradition (e.g., Gee, 2004 
and 2010) respond with the contention that such scaffolding (possibly in form of direct instruction) may in 
fact be embedded in social practices, as in the case of the support offered to apprentice contributors in 
online communities, or in the tools themselves, as in the case of the progression mechanisms in video 
games or in the help provided by search engines in solving information problems. 
 
This paper builds on this socio-cultural tradition and examines some dimensions of literacy as they are 
shaped by current practices and technologies for understanding and producing communication 
(Warschauer & Ware, 2008; Jenkins, 2006 and 2009). Much current research on the new digital media – 
e.g., the already mentioned series sponsored by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation – is 
not overly concerned with language issues, which may lead the reader to assume a focus on the mother 
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tongue. And indeed, relevant contents in the language of the community are a crucial requirement for 
social inclusion via the new technologies (Warschauer, 2003: 93-108). At the same time, these 
technologies, and the social practices fuelled by them, represent an unprecedented opportunity for 
advanced language learners to practice the target language and culture in new, context-rich settings. For 
clarity’s sake, the following paragraphs will maintain a broader focus on literacy and learning, after which 
the discussion will narrow focus to a set of practical proposals for second and foreign language education. 
 
Collective intelligence and the participatory dimension 
 
The notion that cognition may be distributed within a community —for example a classroom (Brown et al., 
1993; Pea, 1993) — has gained a stronger resonance since the Internet has become a catalyst for gathering 
communities around ‘affinity spaces’ (Gee, 2004) that are indifferent to geographic boundaries. From large 
scale projects for the development of reference works (e.g., Wikipedia) or open source software, to leisure 
activities inspired by artefacts of popular culture (e.g., Harry Potter fan-fiction or videogame play and 
discussion) the Web has become a crossroads for the coordination, consumption and distribution of 
intellectual and artistic work. 
 
Henry Jenkins has identified the trademark of a contemporary youth’s way of being part of public discourse 
as a Web-mediated participatory element (Jenkins, 2009). Figures from recent US-American surveys 
(Lenhart et al., 2010) show that over 90% of the population between the ages of 12 and 29 is regularly 
online. Among this population, three quarters are affiliated with social networks (e.g., Facebook), over one 
third share self-created contents (e.g., photo or video) and about 20% remix contents into new artistic 
creations (Lenhart et al., 2010). On average, Europeans figures are lower; nonetheless, they show a clear 
trend towards a more pervasive and participative use of the Internet among teenagers and young adults 
(Eurostat, 2009 and 2010). A significant proportion of young people are thus growing up as participants in 
virtual communities devoted to the most disparate enterprises, from grassroots engagement to organized 
escapism. Whatever the goal, such communities often become the locus of rich literacy practices, thanks to 
principles of ‘cognitive apprenticeship’ (Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989) that are embedded in the way the 
community is organized, such as support for novice users and peer-review (see Jenkins, 2009; Gee, 2004; 
Brown & Duguid, 2002 for a thorough discussion).  
 
Several groups with no link to educational institutions (e.g., the Harry Potter fan-fiction community 
described in Jenkins, 2006: 175-216; or the community of fans4 of the Civilization strategy game) are living 
examples of intellectual enterprises that engage a transnational community of (mainly) young people in 
complex practices involving autonomous learning, tutoring others and creating new artefacts. From the 
point of view of educators, such enterprises represent both an opportunity and a challenge: young people 
who become engaged in web-based communities can indeed learn a lot (Gee, 2004; Jenkins, 2009), but 
after these kinds of experiences, traditional learning in the classroom may pale in comparison. 
 
Distributed cognition and ‘tools for thinking’ 
 
The notion of distributed cognition also includes the cooperation of humans with computer assistants. 
Computers have been since long recognized as ‘partners in cognition’ (Salomon, Perkins & Globerson, 
1991), that is, as tools able to assist humans in performing nontrivial activities by ”off-loading part of the 
cognitive task onto the environment” (Brown, Collins & Duguid, 1989). This idea was initially associated 
with advances in the development of ‘intelligent’ high-end software application (Salomon, Perkins & 
Globerson, 1991) such as piloting systems or ‘expert systems’ for medical diagnoses. Today, technologies of 
comparable complexity are embedded in many computer programs in common use, including search 
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engines for locating information on the Web or – in the area of language production – spellcheckers and 
syntax-checkers which, despite their limitations, assume some of the cognitive load associated with the 
writing process (Macarthur, 1999). 
 
Far older technologies, such as the written word, have also been given the status of ‘tools for thinking’ 
(Ong, 1982), albeit in a somehow subordinate role of ‘mediators of cognition’ (Shaffer & Clinton, 2006). 
However, in the case of these technologies, human agent and tool remained ontologically distinct, with 
agency as a firm property of the human being. By contrast, current developments in computer technology 
tend to blur the functional distinction between persons and artefacts with regard to the question of who 
performs a given action. For example, who is in charge when we solve an information problem with the 
help of a search engine? Or when an apprentice pilot learns how to manage the complexity of flying a 
modern aircraft? In practice, then,  humans and computers tend to become “analytically equivalent 
actants,” with computers acting as “participants in cognition” (Shaffer & Clinton, 2006: 284). Thinking and 
acting in this scenario therefore become “learning to coordinate and being coordinated by valued 
toolforthoughts” (id.: 297, our italics). For example video games, with their potential for simulating a range 
of situations and practices (Shaffer, 2006; Squire, 2006), are currently the focus of strong interest on the 
part of educational researchers. Some of them even suggest that being able to interact with a game, by 
understanding its underlying model and ‘affordances’ (that is, possibilities for user interaction), ought to be 
regarded as a new dimension of literacy (Gee, 2004; Squire, 2008a and 2008b). 
 
Multimodality 
 
The recurring fear that new media (formerly cinema and television, and now computers) will eventually 
displace the written word has proven utterly unwarranted until now, since new communication 
technologies tend to incorporate and enhance rather than displace older media (Jenkins, 2006: 13-16). It is 
true, however, that the written word has now come to share its long-standing hegemony with other media.  
Choosing the right medium has indeed become a key concern for communication strategists. For example, 
communication from the Google corporation often represents several media and genres within a single 
message, which is often a mixture of text and video, with the video in turn incorporating a mixture of oral 
presentations, software demonstrations and video animations (e.g., Google, 2010). Different themes, goals 
and audiences may prompt different media: the technical choices behind Google’s Chrome browser have 
been explained by means of a comic book (McCloud, 2008); the 2010 Google-China conflict has been 
presented by means of a sober text, with few links to official documents (Drummond, 2010). And even 
grassroots movements and developers of educational media are exploring new ways of communicating, 
such as serious games which immerse a typically young audience into complex socio-politic settings (e.g., 
Darfur is Dying or Global Conflict: Palestine)5. 
 
There is indeed substantial agreement among experts in education and communication about the need to 
consider the literacy required for the twenty-first century as intrinsically multimodal (Kress, 2003; 
Carrington & March, 2008). At the same time, promoting full citizenship in a participatory culture requires 
considering learners not just as critical consumers, but also as creators of multimedia content (Jenkins, 
2009).Both the critical and the creative dimension will be introduced in the next two paragraphs and 
further exemplified in the more specific section on language learning. 
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The critical dimension 
 
The ability to question the authority of a source is a crucial literacy competence in a society which depends 
heavily on written or broadcast information the reliability of which may literally be a matter of life or death 
(as in the case of the media war before the U.S.-led invasion of Iraq in 2003 as analyzed in Castells, 2009: 
165-188). Indeed, being able to evaluate  an information source critically has always been a crucial 
competence for full citizenship. At any rate, today both the concentrations of power in the media and the 
possibility, for any person, of placing any sort of message in the virtual public arena, make evident the need 
for educators to focus on ‘critical’ understanding, by enabling students to assess the trustworthiness of a 
piece of information (Bruce, 2002; Hargittai et al., 2010) and to recognize its non-explicit agenda 
(Fairclough et al., 2004).  
 
The Web is indeed a powerful resource, not only for spreading and accessing information, but also for 
cross-checking it, for discussing, for asking questions. For examples, websites devoted to exploring urban 
legends and web-mediated frauds and hoaxes (see e.g., Snopes.com or the Italian Disinformatico6 or 
‘disinformation scientist’) provide a sound hands-on introduction to a critical use of information on the 
Web. However, most real-world issues do not fall within the clear-cut categories of truth vs. lie, or objective 
information vs. propaganda. Neither is there any reason to believe that being critical may be learnt 
independently from specific contexts and contents (Caviglia, 2002). Reading and viewing critically is in 
other words an area where traditional and new literacies ought to meet, and which constitutes a prime 
candidate for intervention with advanced students of language and culture. 
 
The creative dimension 
 
In general terms, ‘creativity’ is a crucial educational goal (Bronson & Merryman, 2010); but it is at the same 
time a rather elusive entity (see Sternberg & Lubart, 1999 for an overview of the concept). In this paper 
creativity is primarily associated with the ability to produce something innovative; for example, a narrative 
with depth of characterization, a solution to a problem  or a piece of design that goes beyond the ordinary, 
repetitive performance (Bereiter, 2002: 180). Like ‘criticality’, creativity too is based on ‘understanding’ 
(id.), but it must also be embodied in some artefacts that can be observed, discussed and refined. In other 
words, being creative and being critical can be regarded as complementary and equally relevant 
educational goals (Woods, 2001). Nonetheless, while the critical dimension is perceived as essential to all 
the disciplines of the arts and is solidly embedded in curricula and practices, the creative dimension is 
incorporated quite differently across countries, institutions and disciplines. For example, foreign language 
curricula only occasionally grant a relevant role to creative writing, even in a country where L1 creative 
writing is a popular academic subject, such as the United States. There is indeed some evidence in the 
literature (Bräuer, 1997; Schultz, 2001; James, 2005) that creative writing in L2, especially within peer-
review communities (Lundstrom & Baker, 2009), deserves to at least be taken into consideration.7 The new 
technologies have initially facilitated creativity in various area by easing the transition from reader to 
author and enabling the circulation of artefacts. More recently, the diffusion of collaboration tools over the 
Web has been central to the foundation of self-governed ‘communities of practices’ devoted to a wealth of 
creative enterprises, such as writing fan-fiction, making video or modifying video games (Jenkins, 2009; 
Gee, 2010). Exploiting these resources in institutionalized learning settings without spoiling them is one of 
the major challenges for teachers and policy-makers. 
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New media literacies for second language learning: a few proposals 
 
This section presents a few proposals for learning activities which use some of the tools and practices of the 
new digital media. With regard to the issue of technical difficulty, most of these proposals require only the 
kind of  basic confidence in using computers and social networks which  can be expected in young people 
from rich countries (see e.g., OECD, 2006; Robson, 2009). At the same time, a few practices that will appeal 
to students with a deeper interest in media technology are also suggested, since I believe that those 
students should also be granted an opportunity to integrate their expertise in new literacy forms with their 
L2 learning experience. These proposals have been inspired by the dimensions of literacy identified above 
and are organized around four areas: writing; reading and viewing; making video; and working with video 
games. Table 1 below summarizes the proposals and provides indications of the competences involved, the 
technical difficulty and the required technology. With a possible exception of the writing/reviewing 
activities, which may focus on language far more than culture, all the other proposed activities are 
inherently designed for context-rich settings (Kramsch, 1996), which provides opportunities for a strong 
connection between the learning of language and culture. 
 
The proposals typically assume a rather good understanding of language and are therefore intended for 
fairly advanced language learners. However, secondary school students may already be proficient enough – 
both with the target language and the digital media– to productively engage in the proposed activities. I do 
not imagine forcing all the students to engage in all the proposed activities: some of them (for example, 
annotating texts) lend themselves to being assigned as homework in preparation for classes, while others 
(for example, making interviews or writing fan-fiction) might become part of a learning portfolio (for an 
overview, see Bräuer, 2009). 
 

[Preferably insert Table 1 here, or on a whole page on the right] 
  



 
 

Main area  Activity Competences 
Technical difficulty 

(from + ‘easy’, 
to +++++ ‘difficult’) 

Technical resources 

W
R

IT
IN

G
 

Individual written assignment, 
with in-group feedback and 
circulation 

writing, reading + 

Word processors with text-sharing 
capabilities (e.g., Google Docs, Office  

Web Apps) 

Collective written assignment 
(e.g., a Wikipedia entry) 

group writing, 
reading 

++ 
Wikis, Google Docs 

Giving feedback (in-group and 
public) 

reading, reviewing + 
Commenting functions in blogs, 

reviewing functions in word processors 

Creative writing (in-group + 
public circulation)  

writing, reading + 
Fan-fiction websites in various 

languages  

Solving problems with syntax 
and word-choice  

writing, reading, 
grammar 

+++ 
Electronic dictionaries, text corpora 

R
EA

D
IN

G
 a

n
d

 
V

IE
W

IN
G

 

 
Making and sharing 
annotations to a text 
 

reading, writing + 

Functionalities for sharing comments 
on various text formats (e.g,. in 

CrocoDoc, Acrobat, Google Docs) 

 
Making and sharing 
annotations to a video 
 

listening, writing ++ 
Commenting function  

 in the Viddler or YouTube services8 

M
A

K
IN

G
 V

ID
EO

 

Making a composition video 
and other visual media 

listening, writing +++ 
Video editor (e.g., MovieMaker, 

iMovie), digital image editor (e.g., 
Picasa, iPhoto)  

Making and publishing an 
interview 

speaking, listening, 
writing 

++ 
Skype with add-on for recording or 

cam-recorder; video editor 

Writing intralingual subtitles listening, writing ++ Subtitle editor with visualization of 
audio wave form (e.g., VisualSubSynch) 

Writing interlingual subtitles listening, 
translating 

++ id. 

EX
P

LO
R

IN
G

  
V

ID
EO

 G
A

M
ES

 

Playing a multi-user online 
game 

reading, listening, 
writing (speaking) 

+ 
Multiplayer online games (e.g., role 

play, social games) 

Analyzing a game listening, reading + 
 Especially role  play, adventure and 

simulation games 

Modifying a game 

Creating ‘machinima’ (video 
animation based on games) 

reading, listening,  

(special form of) 
writing 

++++++ 

Adventure games with a modifiable 
game engine (e.g., Neverwinter Nights, 
Morrowind).  

Video editor, digital image editor (for 
machinima). 

Table 1 – An overview of the proposals for learning activities 

 
 
 
 
 
WRITING  
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Cooperation on individual and collective assignments 
Peer review and other collaborative writing practices are well established in the educational landscape 
(e.g., Persico, Pozzi & Sarti, 2008), with technology playing a stronger catalyst role since the diffusion of 
web-based collaboration tools like blogs and wikis. Warschauer & Grimes (2007) have shown how the 
different writing tools may reinforce the authorial voice of the writer, as in the case of blogs, where author 
and commentators write in different areas of the same web page, or instead suggest an idea of collective 
authorship, as in wikis, where all contributions integrate seamlessly in the resulting text. In both cases, 
sharing the text with others (readers or co-authors) highlights the dialogic nature of writing by means of 
peer-review mechanisms that have an impact on the writing process, rather than just on the final product. 
For example, writing or editing Wikipedia is becoming a popular assignment in higher education (see 
discussion in Chandler-Olcott, 2009). 
 
Cooperative writing in wikis is still a far less common practice than solitary writing with a word processor; 
the latter is indeed a more user-friendly piece of software and more apt to produce text that should be 
printed on paper. However, as already mentioned, cooperation tools are undergoing rapid development 
and at the moment of writing, Google Docs (plus other competitors) is offering, within a ‘traditional’ web-
based word processor, the possibility of editing a text cooperatively, a function which was previously only 
possible in wikis; at the same time, users within the same software environment can communicate 
synchronously via chat or voice.   
 
How will these developments affect the learning and teaching of L2 writing? I believe that the possibility of 
giving and receiving support and feedback within and even outside the group of peer L2 learners will 
eventually popularize collaborative practices that are already widely recognized in the literature (Paulus, 
1999; see also Zhang, 1995 for a caveat about students’ preference for the teacher’s feedback in L2 
writing). To ease this development, giving feedback ought to be taught and recognized as a competence in 
its own right (Hansen & Liu 2005; Min, 2006; Lundstrom & Baker, 2009). This is technically feasible 
(although time-consuming for the teacher), since ‘cooperative word processors’ usually save a history of 
the different contributions. Moreover, students ought to be encouraged, through the formal recognition of 
their work, to participate as writers and/or reviewers on websites devoted to creative writing, which are 
available in many languages and for different genres (with a frequent focus on fan-fiction). Several of these 
sites provide L1 reviewers who are often specialized in different aspects of writing and storytelling (see 
Jenkins, 1996: 175-216 for a detailed case-study), and L2 students at the advanced level usually posses 
adequate language and communicative competence to be able to benefit from their assistance.  
 
Solving writing problems with the help of text corpora  
 
Solving problems related to syntax and word choice is an area in which the computer can act as a powerful 
cognitive partner in the sense envisaged by Salomon, Perkins & Globerson (1991). Even a middle-sized text 
corpus can solve quite a number of the language difficulties an intermediate-to-advanced L2 learner is 
likely to encounter in her or his writing (Caviglia, 2004). Moreover, text corpora and dictionaries may be in 
the process of converging into comprehensive tools, with dictionaries providing collocations and corpus-
based examples (e.g., in the Cambridge Advanced Learner’s Dictionary) and corpora providing pre-
organized collocations (as in the Danish KorpusDK). However, learning how to use a text corpus (and maybe 
even a corpus-enhanced dictionary) is by no means a straightforward process, and a phase of ad hoc 
instruction based on assisted problem-solving activities is therefore required before the students 
appropriate the tool to the point of integrating it in the writing process (Kennedy & Miceli 2010; Caviglia 
2004). Indeed, text corpora are also used as tools for understanding language (Bowker, 1999) at a level that 
goes deeper than the utilitarian use as ‘writing tool’ that I am proposing here. At any rate, problem-solving 



activities based on syntax and word choice may become a first productive step towards the development of 
a ‘corpus-consulting literacy’ (O’Sullivan, 2007). 
 
 
READING AND VIEWING 
  

Sharing notes on texts 
 
As for collaborative writing, there is currently strong competition among software developers to offer tools 
that permit users to make and share comments in different formats of electronic text; it is also likely that 
note-sharing mechanisms will eventually be integrated in eReaders like the iPad or Kindle, when such tools 
will target the requirement of academic work (Gupta & Gullett-Scaggs, 2010). At the same time, promising 
early reflections and experiences show that annotation has a positive on learning performance, especially 
in the presence of sharing mechanisms (Glover, Xu & Harkader, 2007; Hwang, Wang & Sharples, 2007). I 
therefore predict that making and sharing comments on texts will become a common and fruitful learning 
practice in the future, especially when reading on electronic devices will become, as it should be expected 
(Nielsen, 2010), an experience similar to reading on paper. 
 

Sharing notes on videos 
 
Although the technical procedure is somehow more complex than with written texts, it is also possible to 
annotate and share videos through web-based services like YouTube or Viddler. Annotating a video is a new 
practice with no established habits and conventions; it has yet to reveal its potential in a learning setting. 
Especially interesting for teachers and students of language is the possibility of recording and giving 
feedback on the student’s oral performance (see Williams, Farming and Manwaring, 2008 for a similar 
experience). 
 
MAKING VIDEO 
 
Making composition video and other visual media 
 
L2 students in higher education are expected to be able to produce text and to understand video sources, 
while currently only media students learn how to make video or other media as a part of their curriculum. 
However, a number of young people today use video, especially in the form of composition video (that is, of 
reuse of existing images and video sequences), as a common medium for conveying their messages. In 
other words, a time is coming in which video production will no longer regarded as a practice for specialists. 
For  example, someone (presumably an Iranian student or expatriate) has published  a video entitled Bella 
ciao, IRAN on YouTube to support the protest of many Iranian young people after the 2009 presidential 
election.9 This video uses  the Italian partisan song Bella ciao as its soundtrack, with subtitles in Farsi and 
English, and shows pictures of street protests in Teheran, plus a picture of president Ahmadinejad when 
the song lingers on the verse “I woke up and found an intruder.” On the same wavelength, two Iranian 
expatriates distributed over the web a graphic novel about the same post-election uprising and the killing 
of young protester Neda (Khaleeli, 2009); this work, published as “Persepolis 2.0,” remixes images from 
Marjane Satrapi’s iconic graphic novel Persepolis (2007), with the addition of new texts written both in an 
English and a Farsi version.10  
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Both the Bella ciao, IRAN video and the Persepolis 2.0 graphic novel show how competences in language 
and culture, combined with some confidence in using software tools for editing video and pictures, can 
result in a message with a strong emotional impact and a large distribution (in the order of hundreds of 
thousands of people). Incidentally, producing both works probably required an amount of effort 
comparable to an engaging written assignment at university level. 
 
If the authors of these two works were language student of, respectively, Italian and English, would it be 
appropriate to acknowledge their achievements as part of their study program? And more generally, how 
should higher education L2 curricula relate to these forms of literacy and the informal learning they foster? 
Since we probably find ourselves in the middle of a transitional phase with regard to the forms of literacy 
that are becoming hegemonic, I suggest taking an open stance by giving the student a certain freedom in 
building their learning portfolio, and by encouraging those who wish to explore new media. On the other 
hand, I believe that it is premature to introduce video-making as a compulsory subject within curricula 
which do not have a tradition of producing these media. At the same time, I also believe that being able to 
create video and other visual media, at least through the affordable practice of remixing existing contents, 
ought to be recognized as part of a general ‘communication competence.’  
 
To make an analogy, in the late 1980s it was not uncommon for students and staff to receive instruction in 
using word processors, typically with technically-savvy students in the role of instructors, while librarians 
today offer instruction and tuition in information retrieval. The same should eventually occur with video 
production. 
 
Interviewing 
 
Another aspect of media production that deserves a special place in language education is the making, 
editing and publishing of interviews. With minimal technical equipment – that is, a webcam, a fast Internet 
connection and video-recording software – a language student can interview someone living in another 
country. Asking questions is a high level ability (Weinrich, 1983), even more so in a second language. I 
believe therefore that interviews deserve to be part of a student portfolio as proof of advanced 
competences in language, culture and interpersonal skills. 
 
Writing subtitles  
 
Subtitling software has been, for a long time, expensive and/or difficult to use. This is probably one of the 
main reasons why subtitling is less common than text translating in L2 curricula, in spite of its obvious 
educational potential. This landscape is changing rapidly, since excellent tools for creating and 
synchronizing subtitles have become freely available and since multilingual subtitles have become an 
option on YouTube videos, thereby making it easy to use the timing of existing subtitles as a basis for 
writing new ones in another language. 
 
A subtitle is not a translation (Wildblood, 2002), which means that even language educators with a 
background in translation on paper would require some further study and practice to adapt to a medium 
with different constraints (Díaz-Cintas & Remael, 2007) . I believe, however, that media subtitling should 
eventually reach a status equal to paper-based translation within L2 curricula in higher education, not only 
to enhance the occupational possibilities of language students, but because subtitling is an increasingly 
relevant literacy practice for intercultural communication. 
 
 
 



EXPLORING VIDEO GAMES 
 
Playing multiplayer online games 
 
As already mentioned, the study of games has become a booming area among educational technologists 
and researchers on literacies. However, mainstream games – that is, the games that define the gamers’ 
expectations worldwide – are developed with a globalized English-speaking culture in mind and then 
translated to other languages. So far, cultural diversity in games is currently somehow limited by a certain 
cultural homogeneity among game developers (Williams et al., 2009). Language and cultural diversity can, 
however, be found in the language-specific communities that have developed around some multiplayer 
online games (e.g., World of Warcraft, available in 7 languages, or Travian, available in 43).11 
A language student may therefore choose to play in her/his language of study to enrich her or his 
communication competences in a new and often idiosyncratic setting. Playing a multiplayer online game 
typically involves several hours of immersion (Dede, 2009) in the target language, thereby making such 
activities potentially fruitful learning experiences, especially if associated with reflection on the language 
and habits of that particular game community. 
 
Analyzing video games 
 
Like other media, games (especially adventures and simulations) embed narratives, norms and values 
which may become an appropriate and interesting object of cultural and media analysis (e.g., Juul, 2005). 
But are videogames likely to become objects of interest within a foreign language curriculum? This may 
already be the case for English studies; moreover, the number of ‘culturally diverse’ games should increase 
in the near future, since more refined game engines (that is, programs that offer a set of functions to 
design a videogame) are becoming available. As a result, many small developers or ingenious amateurs are 
currently building new games or add-ons (usually referred to as mods, or modifications) on top of existing 
ones. In due course, this movement might provide a number of products with enough relevance and 
cultural diversity to deserve to be played and analysed as an assignment within a language curriculum. A 
language teacher with a background in text and media analysis will be certainly able to build upon her or 
his existing expertise in understanding games, but will also need to learn the conventions and grammar of a 
new medium, as well as the habits and expectations of the gamers.  
 
Modifying video games, creating ‘machinima’ 
 
A large public now has access to game engines and video editing tools that are (to a degree) easier to use 
and equivalent in functionalities to those used by professional developers 10 years ago, to the point that 
modifying games or creating ‘machinima’ (that is, animation films based on recordings of game sessions) 
can be regarded as technically sophisticated new forms of literacy (Ito & Bittanti, 2010, with an interesting 
example), and not just as specialized branches of computer science or media production. A word of caution 
is necessary, however: all the activities proposed in this paper prior to this paragraph require advanced 
language and cultural competences, but only minimal or average computer skills; modifying a game or 
producing machinima, on the other hand, with results worthy of be looked at, requires instead a non-trivial 
understanding of a variety of software and advanced competences in visual design. That said, a language 
student who already has this kind of experience and background would deserve support and 
acknowledgment if she or he wished to develop a project inspired by her/his background as a language 
student.  
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To take one example of a potential project, British developer Cliff Harris has created Kudos,12 a game that 
simulates a young person’s life from age 20 to 30. This virtual person has to makes choices that lead to 
different outcomes in various areas of life (including work, friends, and finances). Choices and situations in 
Kudos are modelled after life in suburban Britain, Central Europe or North America. What changes would be 
required to localize this game in a given and different country, say Italy, Spain or Brazil? Would it be enough 
to keep the existing range of situations, possibilities and outcomes? Should different rules and weights be 
used to determine the possible outcomes? 
 
Providing research-based answers to these questions and designing an alternative model would be an 
ambitious project pertinent to language studies requiring en effort roughly comparable to writing a 
Master’s thesis. The following step, that is implementing this alternative model into a playable game, 
designing ad hoc graphics and testing the result with real players would probably require the work of a 
small team over a few years, possibly as part of a Ph.D. project. 
 
To sum up this section, video games have come to stay in the world of cultural artefacts. It might take some 
years before they achieve a status comparable to text and video as a common medium in foreign language 
studies, but they deserve special attention because of their virtually untapped potential. 
 

 

One open question  
 
The proposal to expand the role of digital media in foreign language education requires confronting at least 
one important criticism: do video, digital media and the Internet encourage ‘shallow’ learning practices as 
compared to the ‘deep’ attitude encouraged by reading on paper (see e.g., Simone, 2000; Carr, 2008 and 
2010)? Addressing this question would require at least an article-length analysis. Rather than an answer, I 
will therefore present my standpoint within the current debate. 
 
A recent, authoritative analysis suggests that television, video games and the Internet act as informal 
learning environments that produce learners with a cognitive profile in which visual-spatial and 
multitasking skills are remarkable, while their higher order cognitive processes (e.g., reflection, inductive 
problem solving, and critical thinking; that is, competences that develop mainly through reading), are 
indeed weakened in comparison with the recent past (Greenfield, 2009). How should formal education 
react to this situation? 
 
A possible answer would be to resist the influence of the new media and to enforce the practice of ‘deep 
reading’ in books as the primarily source of learning.  An opposite approach, which is inspired by a similarity 
between top managers and some gifted youth in the ability to shift focus, suggests instead that “the short 
attention spans of today’s youth may turn out to be far from dysfunctional for future work worlds” (Brown, 
2000; a discussion in Jenkins, 2009: 61-64). A ‘balanced media diet’ (Greenfield, 2009) would obviously 
offer the best opportunity to play on the students’ strengths and correct their weaknesses. 
 
But regardless of what abilities might become functional in future work environments, I firmly believe that 
the development of high order cognitive processes should be the goal of all language education at the 
advanced level. This paper thus advocates the adoption in second and foreign language education of some 
potentially deep, reflective learning practices which have their roots in experiences that many young 
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people already encounter – typically in unsupervised, informal L1 settings – as part of their ‘growing up 
digital’. 
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